Abstract: Experts diagnose plant diseases and insect pests via long-distance video is a new and effective way for prevention and cure. Jabber based on XMPP. So there are good communication, standardization and expansibility in Jabber. This thesis gave a method which was long-distance video diagnosis based on Jabber. First, VFW was used to capture video of diseases and insect pests. Second, H.264 compressed the video. Third, compressed video was transmitted and controlled by Jabber.
insect pests based on Jabber
Framework of Jabber differs from the single-framework of ordinary instant messaging software. Jabber is multi-framework which likes email. All instant messages must be transmitted by server. The Jabber userID is called JID which is similar to email address. For example, in the JabberID li@aaa.com, li was the user account, aaa.com is the server of user account. The process of A: li@aaa.com sends the message to B: liu@bbb.com can be described as follow. The first, user A send the message to sever aaa.com. Then sever aaa.com sends the message to server bbb.com of user B. The last, server bbb.com transmits the message to user B. Message exchange between server A and sever B depend on "Etherx" module. The process as Jabber bases on XMPP which is one of XML. So it is easy to custom the application and increase functions. And it is easy to penetrate through firewall. The essential concepts of XMPP are element, name, attribute, namespace. One Jabber conversation is composed of two parallel XML. One XML is from client to server. The other is from server to client. XML steam begins with <stream> tag and end with </stream> tag. In the stream lifecycle, the initialized entity can send large numbers of XML which can build and exchange structure information.
The supreme advantage of H.264 is high compression ratio. So it adapt to internet vision transmission. Now there are three mainstream open source coders of H.264 which are JM, X264, T264. JM is official test source code. But coding is terribly complexity and low practicability. X264 was an open source item which was originated by students from center graduate shool of Ecole Centrale Paris. In the condition of playing down coding capability not obviously, X264 is much simple than JM. T264 was similar with X264 which was developed by Chinese vision coding free organization. So T264 suited Chinese environment. This thesis used T264 to compress vision.
Design and realization

Two data transmission modes
Jabber system uses XML transmit Data between entities. XML can transfer abundant information. So character consultation, file transmission, white board, voice communication, vision communication are designed in this system. The information of voice and vision is great which will use up lots of resource. Other information such as character information, control information use up little resource. There are two transmission modes for them.
(1) Server transmitting mode Server transmitting mode is used for non voice or vision data such as character information, control information etc. This mode can transfer and save information, estimate users on line or not. The security can be strengthened via adding firewall, data encrypt, identify etc. Sever transmitting mode as fig.2 . 
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System realization 1、Client realization
Client realization uses layers and module theory. There are three layers in client which are network layer, core layer and GUI layer. Net layer is the bottom layer which severs for communication between Jabber client and Jabber server. Net layer depends on UDP protocol. Core layer is the foremost layer which takes charge the Jabber protocol realization. GUI is the figure layer facing to user. Users take GUI layer to communicate. Layers design as fig.6 Users Communication Link disposal module is used to create TCP socket to Jabber server. XML information exchange between client and server will use this socket. XML analysis module takes charge to analyze import XML information. Message disposal takes charge to dispose XML element. Different XML element has different disposal program. For example, <message/>, <presence/>, <iq/> respectively have corresponding disposal program. GUI module presides over user communication. Event disposal module transfers events to XML elements. These XML elements send to sever via link disposal module, such adding friendship, sending instant messaging, update user current state etc. 2、server realization Sever developed with Java Language. Sever is the core of control and transmission. Jabber common modules were used in the process of developing sever. These Jabber common modules include conversation management, client-sever communication, sever-sever communication, DNS parsing, user authentication, user enroll, database query, off-line users storage, filtration enactment, group chat, system log etc.
Experiment
In the process of development, two experiments have been executed. One is the communication experiment. Its aim is to test the communication function of character, voice and vision. The other experiment is loading experiment. Its aim is to test the loading capability. The results of experiment indicate that the theory of this thesis can transmit character, voice and vision availably. Furthermore the system has good loading capability.
Conclusion
According to the characteristics of transmission and diagnosis of vision, this thesis uses combination of Jabber and H.264 to realize long diagnosis of plant diseases and insect pests. The experiment results have showed that the communication capability and loading capability were good. Corresponding software were given.
Jabber is an open source software. Excellent instant message software can be developed based on Jabber. Moreover Jabber uses XMMP protocol which can communicate with existing instant message software. Getting along with development of 3G, integration of 3G vision diagnosis and Internet vision diagnosis is the centre of next study.
